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Abstract
Over the past 20 years, several cognitive orthotics were designed and implemented and evaluated at
DOMUS lab. The resulting set of orthotics can support a wide variety of activities of daily living (ADL) to
foster autonomy at home for people with cognitive impairments. DOMUS lab has also developed a design
approach that relies on the integration of living labs, participatory design and interdisciplinarity to develop
relevant cognitive orthotics. However, there are as many supervision and assistance scenarios as there are
people and homes. Moreover, despite the inclusion of caregivers and people with cognitive deficits in the
design process, they remain dependent on researchers and computer scientists for the design and
implementation of their smart home. This is why we are currently developing a platform and services that
will allow caregivers and elderly people to design, install, customize, use and evolve their own smart home
through a "do-it-yourself" (DIY) approach. This is a very complex challenge in terms of usability,
knowledge (technology, health and design) and integration with healthcare and society at large.
Our presentation will first use three successful cognitive orthotics we developed to illustrate how AAL
could be applied to monitoring of activities of daily living, meal preparation and night accompaniment.
Then we will present the core elements of our DIY approach to AAL.
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